**GRAMMAR**

**Exercise 1**
1. _______________ 4. _______________
2. _______________ 5. _______________
3. _______________ 6. _______________

**Exercise 2**
1. might have / must have
2. should have gone / should go
3. may have / must have
4. can’t have / mustn’t have
5. shouldn’t have / might not have
6. You’d rather / You’d better
7. We’d better / We’d rather

**Exercise 3**
1. _______________ 5. _______________
2. _______________ 6. _______________
3. _______________ 7. _______________
4. _______________

**VOCABULARY**

**Exercise 4**
1. d_____________ 5. n_____________
2. d_____________ 6. t_____________
3. o_____________ 7. e_____________
4. g_____________

**Exercise 5**
1. robbed / stole
2. listen to / hear
3. remind / remember
4. matter / mind
5. avoid / prevent
6. hoping / expecting

**LISTENING**

**Exercise 1**
1. A [ ] B [ ] C [ ]
2. A [ ] B [ ] C [ ]
3. A [ ] B [ ] C [ ]
4. A [ ] B [ ] C [ ]
5. A [ ] B [ ] C [ ]

**Exercise 2**
1. [ ] 3. [ ] 5. [ ]
2. [ ] 4. [ ]

**PRONUNCIATION**

**Exercise 7**
1. comb 3. exhausted 5. palm
2. wrist 4. kneel

**Exercise 8**
1. offended 3. desperate 5. astonished
2. elbow 4. disappointed

**READING**

1. A [ ] B [ ] C [ ]
2. A [ ] B [ ] C [ ]
3. A [ ] B [ ] C [ ]
4. A [ ] B [ ] C [ ]
5. A [ ] B [ ] C [ ]
6. A [ ] B [ ] C [ ]
7. A [ ] B [ ] C [ ]
8. A [ ] B [ ] C [ ]
9. A [ ] B [ ] C [ ]
10. A [ ] B [ ] C [ ]

**LISTENING**

**Exercise 1**
1. A [ ] B [ ] C [ ]
2. A [ ] B [ ] C [ ]
3. A [ ] B [ ] C [ ]
4. A [ ] B [ ] C [ ]
5. A [ ] B [ ] C [ ]

**Exercise 2**
1. [ ] 3. [ ] 5. [ ]
2. [ ] 4. [ ]